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1. Attached is a letter which COS promised the writer he would get mailed in the U.S.A.

2. It is addressed to Mr. Enno HOBING and requests HOBING consider a meeting with the writer of the letter to discuss possible help to the organization of references.

3. It is requested that the attached letter be mailed for the writer.

Willard C. Curtis

27 January 1962
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Mr. Enzo Bobbio,
The Latin American Info. Corp., Inc.,
151 E. 56th St., N.Y.C.

Dear Mr. Bobbio:

I am enclosing you a memorandum concerning the financing of a group in Mexico for the expressed purpose of fighting communism in Mexico, as it has been forwarded to you through separate and confidential channels.

I also understand there is an interest in this project, however, you require some details. To this regard it seems a personal discussion seems to answer itself as the means most advisable to clarify all details on these details.

If this suggestion meets with your approval I can meet you most any time in Mexico City; however, with advanced planning and notice I can meet you in Miami or in the U.S. if you desire. I personally believe that a meeting outside of Mexico would be preferable, perhaps New Orleans or Miami.

I also understand there is some concern on your part as to whether or not the ambassador lon would consider your financing this group as, "neither meddling in local politics." I sense you that such a solution can be devised which would not only overcome this objection but would also bring your efforts within the official mission of the ambassador.

Your reply should be sent to the following address:

Mr. R. F. Mcintosh
Mexico City

Please do not refer to any of the above in any letter through the open mail. Reference to a "business meeting" is sufficient.

Awaiting to hear from you at your earliest opportunity, I remain,

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]
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